The bald eagle syndrome . . .

Photo, early June 2008, in our loft, Old Town – Budva, Montenegro, Europe

I suspect, if the Anglo-Saxon (Yankee & Lymies) belligerence persists
with planetary dominance and built-in Aryan, I mean racial right to
worldwide leadership of planetary meridians, we still hear in every
pronouncement by the US-UK tandem elite, then Russia will have to
tow the line between East & West alone, with it's own currency in
every respect – financial and cultural – or it could, in fact, co-opt the
other two demo-graphic powers (India & China) forming a joint
"denga" currency and IMF organism, thereby overnight bankrupting
the "dominators" – comprising the Five moribund Gothic Rivers in
the West: Hudson, Potomac, Thames, Seine and Rhine; the slippery
banks of these belligerents vying for worldwide hegemony, material,
cultural and racial dominance, will suddenly find themselves in a
Noah well-deserved biblical deluge… Of course, Russia alone in
such an Oriental racial and mindset compendium cannot support all
the gained WesternCiv progress, hence we face degradation of
Greco-Roman civil, civilizing and vertical reach – thus the KT-22
Syndrome and Burdick's "fail safe" point of no return… Nor do I
mean to offend the Orient, yet they had all the time in the world to
reach the heights of Western technological and socio-economic progress, but it's not in their genes, to say the least;
they're copy cats, the creative act is still Caucasian, with the Germanic sub-race of man acquiring at least horizontal
intellectual mobility values (e.g., vs. the Russian unique vertical intellectual mobility drive), and crucially physical
white cosmetics on their Eurasian transcontinental barbarian trek (riding on the Mongolian pony with Paul Revere)
before we re-socialized them… I mean much of it, but for the ingrained aggressive mood, whence deviant
behaviorism in domestic and foreign policy, which I once coined Gestalt Hegemony!
Simply underscored: the Germanic aggressive barbarian specie arrived on the continent en masse in AD9, just two
millennia ago and, via the 5th column within the ranks of the Roman legions "moled' their way into leadership
positions of Imperial Power in the Eternal City, then destroyed it in order to eventually create their own Pax
Americana, an illegitimate child of WesternCiv, American statehood per se, as I've often said, is a legitimizedillegitimacy! Even the "brain drain" didn't help (including the 'melting pot' cesspool), nor the unique prosperity now in
decline—the system is moribund!
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Inevitably, as I watch the passing of the political party
baton to the White House pinnacle of power by the incumbent president George Walker Bush, Jr. to his sico
replacement-to be, the so-called maverick POW pilot, and
Arizona senator, John McCain-cum GOP presidential
candidate— how they plan the nation's survival despite the
ongoing financial debacle these days, as the campaign
nears its indubitable finale—it all reminds me of that
chilling poem by Ted Hughes, "Hawk Roosting," in which
the dreaded bird sits atop of a tall tree, musing:
"Now I hold all Creation in my foot - I kill as I please
because it is all mine - I am going to keep things like this."
Could that bird be the American "bald eagle," eh!?
Of course, it is – a one-year old bald eagle (left), the national symbol of a young prairie
nation still in diapers, comparatively speaking vis a vis the community of nations, yet it
insists on "leadership" and "rape" of a much more older Orient thereby endangering the
Occident and worldwide security, because the pot is calling the kettle black, to say the

2008
least, while robbing the world of its resources so that its rich & famous sociopolitical
elite [the Social Register up on high – the Higher Powers Hierarchy, the H2O or the
Shadow Government, with its Manifest Destiny doctrine (1845), to be damned] can live
in life styles beyond their means and intellect.
In fact, this baby eagle was fathered by this kind (above) of an Aquila killer with a bald
head, the nouveauriche American Goth from Bangladesh, with his claws stretched out to
take it all by hook or crook?!
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So, there you go, not too hard to grasp some of these facts is it – or not for continentals,
in any case, but back in the American '"penal landscape," it will be an effort to become
enlightened to grasp equality, equity and liberty under a very different sun (notice it on
my cap), perhaps, as one "darkie" (Obama) begins to teach the plebiscite, now only in
first grade, i.e. sociopolitical change according to the principles and rules of conduct of
the real and natural Human Condition!
Bravo!
Go for it – Jim Crow… It did have to come with a bang, though I'm still not sure you
will make it?!
The Barbarian in our midst always plays with a stacked deck of cards, I'm afraid… But
even as a compromised puppet, just the black color will make all the difference in the
world, Ok my friends.
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End

Foto, June 2007, after I returned from Moscow.
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ps:
On June 6, 1982, irreversibly I predicted the American crash on financial markets, hence this Hamlet essay (above) on the 26th
anniversary. Moreover, I also wrote how there would be a certain trend towards stability as the presidential election approaches in
the fall of 2008, especially on the Wall Street exchange, however with an inescapable rapid decline with the end of the presidential
100 days Honeymoon in Washington, next Spring 2009, reverting to the fate of a regional, even local political, military and
economic nation-state. Perhaps with well-deserved all-out incrimination, i.e. if events remain peaceful, international legal measures
will follow with inescapable prosecution, liability and reclamation of losses suffered by other nations at the hands of brutal,
aggressive and barbarian American wholesale military destruction of foreign lands: including illegal economic sanctions, outright
ground, naval and air forces strikes, genocide, occupation and exploitation of natural resources, the belligerence seemingly with no
end in sight until the crucial 2008 presidential campaign, with uncertain outcome until next spring?!

Leaving on a
mission to Red
China, the
camel a part of
a caravan of 70
such beasts; it
was a typical
trading,
transport
caravan, hence
a good cover
for my
operation(s),
early 1960s.

The Poseidon nuclear
attack submarine (right),
perforating the Arctic ice
cap in the Laptev Sea by
Tiksi, the Soviet strategic
naval base in the Arctic,
on the recovery mission
of yours truly, climbing
up the sail of a Poseidon
nuclear attack submarine – SSBN 554. This
was the scene facing me
on the morning of
February 27, 1971, as I
had completed the
MUNA mission. What a
site to behold my friends,
the sail breaking the
torpedoed ice pack hole
to pick me up. I was
often on such special
clandestine missions out
in the field, and many times arrived in the theatre of operations in the permafrost regions of the vat Siberian frozen
landmass, or recovered exactly this way by nuclear attack subs usually out of Subic Bay, the Philippines; Hokkaido,
Japan, or direct from Alaska under the ice pack. Other times we came in by chopper or were dropped in by parachute…
Of course, we were also issued various foreign passports and other travel documents, hence as often arriving in Siberia
through normal access routes by air, land, or sea, i.e. we had our operational ways and means beyond even
Washington's ability to comprehend the nature of the
Mirror Doctrine.
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